
Warehouse Operative

Location : BoC HQ, Newcastle upon Tyne

Band of Climbers designs and produces performance cycling apparel inspired by the world's
greatest climbs. We’re growing fast, really fast, and we’re looking for an experienced and
passionate individual to join our small but dynamic team in Newcastle upon Tyne.

Incorporated in 2018, we’ve grown rapidly and we now have loyal customers in over 90
countries, and a global social following in excess of 170k people. Your role is to better connect
us with those customers, followers and the wider global cycling market and help us inspire
cyclists of all abilities to ride higher, explore the mountains and high climbs, and become part of
the Band of Climbers journey.

The Role

Based in our Newcastle upon Tyne warehouse your role will include the following tasks:

● Picking, packing and processing orders
● Stock control and replenishment
● Receiving deliveries of goods and supplies
● Updating records of stock
● Checking for damaged or missing items
● Processing returned items and orders
● Maintaining a clean and efficient warehouse and ensuring it is neat and in order
● Supporting the operations manager and customer service team in providing a first class

customer experience

The Ideal Candidate

You have an excellent eye for detail and be methodical about your work.

You should work well on your own initiative but enjoy contributing to a team with new ideas.

You can work well under pressure in a fast paced environment.

You’re comfortable working with computers, able to navigate the web and familiar with basic
software such as Microsoft Word or Excel.



Salary and Benefits

● Hourly rate £9.00 - £10.00 depending on experience
● Cycle to Work Scheme
● Access to exclusive discounts from across the cycling industry
● Fantastic staff discount scheme plus 1 free BoC Kit each season
● Flexible working


